
MAY THE FORCE

READ WITH YOU

M A Y  R E A D A T H O N  2 0 2 2

Choose your own adventure to either the Jedi
Order or the Sith Order!

Jedi Youngling 

Padawan

Jedi Knight

Jedi Master

Grand (Jedi) Master

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

 

Sith Apprentice

Sith Master

Sith Lord

Sith Overlord

Dark Lord of the Sith

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

 

Which side will you choose?

J E D I  O R D E R S I T H  O R D E R



WHAT TO WATCH OUT FOR
 

Crazy experiments by Polabooks Science Labs

Talks by Dr. Scott Peters and Dr. Antonina Sykes

Exhibits prepared by the freshman chemistry

class of Dr. Diana Smith

ABILITIES

Light Side Dark SideNeutral

Force Spirit - a book with ghosts

or supernatural elements

 

Healing - a comfort read 

 

Knowledge - a book with at least

5 words in the title

 

Cleansing - finish a series

 

Animal Bond - a book with an

animal on the cover

 

 

Force Sensitive -  If doing dark side,

read this book only at night. If doing

light side, read this book only

during the day

 

Force Vision - a book set in the past

or future (sci-fi or historical fiction)

 

Telekinesis - a book you think will

move to your favorites (5 star

prediction) 

 

Comprehend Speech - a translated

novel

 

Doppleganger - a book title with

two words 

 

Battle Meditation - read a book

under 250 pages 

 

 

 Lightning  - a book you think will

shock you

 

Seduction - a book with a pretty

cover

 

Force Fear - a horror/thriller book

 

Corruption - start a series

 

Mind Control - pets or people

choose the book for you



WEAPONS

Lightsaber

Space Ships

Blasters

A book with your favorite color as the main color on the cover.

A book that has a sky or space/stars in the background on the cover.

Take another shot at a previous ability prompt.



PARTNERS

Allies

(Light Side)

Accomplices

(Dark Side)

Helpers

(Neutral)

Rebel Alliance - a book with

LGBTQ+ representation

 

Resistance - Read from a genre

you don't typically read from

 

 

 

Bounty Hunters - read a book at

the top of your list

 

Droids - audiobook/ebook

Galactic Empire - a book that

intimidates you

 

First Order - a book with a

captivating first sentence



RULES
Light Side abilities only apply to the Jedi Order.

 

Dark Side abilities only apply to the Sith Order.

 

Neutral abilities can apply to either side.

 

Abilities can only be done once except if you are

doing the Blasters prompt. 

 

Only one ability per book.

 

Partners must line up with the appropriate order they

belong to (neutral partners can apply to

 either side).

 

Only Abilities prompts count towards your ranking

(weapons and partners do not count for rankings). 


